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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”

Decision time
VP calls increases
‘bare bone,’ asks
for senate’s approval
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Staff photographer
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity members Matthew Manuel, a sophomore accounting major, Brian Davis, a senior political
science major and Darvel Lewis, a senior family services major, leave their new home in Greek Court Tuesday afternoon.
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity and Delta Sigma Theta sorority, the first members of the Black Greek Council to live in Greek
Court, moved in this week.

Black greeks move to Greek Court
Phi Beta Sigma and Delta Sigma Theta take first step to integration
By BETSY COLE
Campus editor
It’s been a week of firsts for
members of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity
and Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
As the first two groups in the
Black Greek Council to move into
Greek Court, members spent the first
week of classes integrating the block
of houses on 9th St. previously
reserved for predominately white
greek houses only.
Kelly Miller, Greek Court
coordinator, said Eastern is the first
college in Illinois and the second in
the United States to provide oncampus housing to members of the
Black Greek council as well as the
Panhellenic and Interfraternity
councils.
Marcus Fizer, member of Phi Beta
Sigma, said the group has spent most
of the week organizing and getting

used to its new quarters.
“We haven’t had time to socialize
with other fraternities and sororities
in Greek Court, but we’ve heard
indirectly about others who want to
join us in fund raising,” Fizer said.
Fizer said one of the group’s goals
in its new home is to promote a
positive image of black males in the
community.
Darvel Lewis, president of Black
Greek Council and member of Phi
Beta Sigma said he thinks the new
living quarters will attract more
members to the organizations.
“People will see that this is a
multi-million dollar project, so
apparently the university respects us
and feels that we are a growing
organization,” he said.
Miller said when members of the
Panhellenic and Interfraternity
Councils moved into Greek Court,
the number of members in each

group increased seven to eight
percent.
“Hopefully that will happen with
Black Greek Council and will in turn
help to recruit minorities to the
university,” Miller said.
Nikki Jenkins, member of Delta
Sigma Theta said the white sororities
haven’t interacted with her group
since they moved in.
“Since Greek Court was built,
there have been only white sororities
here,” Jenkins said. “It will be a
gradual process for us to get used to
them and them to get used to us.”
Ceci Brinker, assistant director of
student activities, said she is
optimistic about the results of the
integration.
“It will unify the greek system and
do wonders for greek relations
between blacks and whites,” Brinker
said. “Eastern is setting a precedent
for on-campus greek housing.”

Vice President for Student Affairs Lou Hencken said
Wednesday he wants to give the Student Senate the
final say in deciding whether to approve the
recommendations for a tuition and fee increase for the
1996-97 school year.
“When we’re talking about fee increases, the final
decision is yours,” Hencken said. Many of the
suggested fee increases are “bare bone” already, and
some services may have to be changed if the increases
aren’t passed, he added.
“If things are really as bone dry as he says, then I
can see maybe (approving) a minimal increase,” said
senate member Josh Tucker.
The senate Wednesday was the first group to discuss
the suggested increases, yet no specific amounts were
disclosed. Hencken said the amount of the fee
increases should remain around the inflation rate.
The senate will vote on the final increase proposal at
its Aug. 30 meeting. The Board of Governor ’s,
Eastern’s governing board, is scheduled to approve the
tuition and fee increase proposal at its Sept. 21
meeting.
Last year, the BOG approved a tuition increase of
3.5 percent for the 1995-96 school year.
Hencken said he is requiring all organizations to
submit their fee requests to him by this Friday, and said
he would meet with the directors early next week, “and
they’ll have to justify them (the increases) to me.”
“We’re going to bring in what we honestly think we
need,” Hencken said. “I promise I won’t try to do
anything political here.”
Hencken said he advised the organizations to try to
keep their overall increase requests in line with the
current inflation rate. Hencken did not specify any
increases, but did say the textbook rental fee would not
increase.
“I’m the gate keeper on this, and every director’s
going to come and they’re going to be responsible for
their own presentation (at the Aug. 30 senate
meeting),” Hencken said.
Hencken said the date of approval for tuition and fee
increases was moved up to better inform the campus
about why the increases are needed.
“Last year it seemed like every week someone was
talking about fee increases,” Hencken said. “One of the
things we really wanted to do (this year) was to get the
See INCREASE page 2

Panther’s Lounge to reopen featuring topless dancers
By JOHN FERAK
Senior news reporter
While his liquor license
remains suspended, owner Mike
Bickers is opening Panther ’s
Lounge for topless dancing shows
beginning Friday and private
functions also can be booked for
future dates.
On Friday night, topless
dancers will perform at Panther’s
from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. Customers
must be 18 to enter, and no
alcohol will be allowed at the
establishment. Bickers said a $3
cover charge will be required to
enter.

Bickers said he is still fighting
Mayor Dan Cougill’s decision to
revoke Panther’s liquor license.
Last spring, Cougill, acting as
liquor commissioner, terminated
Bickers’ license after citing the
tavern for allowing underage
students to drink on different
occasions.
However, attorney Greg
Bonelli of Mattoon said a hearing
will take place late next month in
Coles County Circuit Court
regarding the appeal. Bonelli is
representing Bickers’ court case.
Even though Bickers’ license
has been temporarily revoked,
Bonelli said Bickers hasn’t lost

use of the site, despite efforts by
Cougill to close down Panther’s
permanently.
Cougill and the Charleston
City Council have discussed
allowing facilities to hold only
three alcoholic functions per year,
which would limit Bickers’
business at Capone’s and
Panther ’s. The new liquor
ordinance is on display for public
inspection and will be voted on at
the next council meeting.
Capone’s, which is also
operated by Bickers, is located on
Illinois Route 130 and open to
rent for private functions.
With the opening of Panther’s

for topless dance shows Friday
night, Bickers said no alcohol
will be allowed inside. Cola
products and juices will be sold
as alternatives.
“We’re just trying to get
enough money to pay off the rent
and the taxes on the property,”
Bickers said. “Once we get the
(liquor) license back we’ll
probably quit the topless dancing
(shows).”
While his appeal still pends,
Panther’s will be available as a
banquet center for private
functions. Groups such as
fraternity-sorority functions, nonalcoholic teen nights, auctions,

and even baby showers and
wedding receptions can be held
there, he said.
For private functions, those
individuals renting out Panther’s
could determine the age
requirement for private guests,
Bickers said. If alcohol will be
present, Bickers said patrons must
be 21 to consume it.
Charleston Police Chief Herb
Steidinger said he not would
comment whether police would
monitor Panther’s or conduct a
sting operation while Panther’s
opens as a juice bar with topless
See PANTHER’S page 2
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Mel Reynolds considers resigning from Congress
CHICAGO (AP) – U.S. Rep.
Mel Reynolds is considering
resigning from Congress and
preparing for prison after his
sexual misconduct conviction
and still faces more legal trouble
– a federal investigation of his
finances.
Reynolds was convicted
Tuesday on charges that he had
sex with former campaign worker Beverly Heard when she was
16 and 17. He also was found
guilty of asking her to get him
lewd photographs of a 15-yearold girl and trying to sabotage
the investigation of the case.
The most serious charge,
criminal sexual assault, carries a
mandatory minimum sentence of
four years in prison.
Reynolds’ attorneys were
already preparing his appeal on
Wednesday and did not return
phone calls immediately.
Reynolds would not comment
when he visited his Chicago
office, but Reynolds’ confidant
said the congressman is considering resigning from office.
“He’s very philosophical
about it,” said the source, who
asked to remain anonymous.
“He’s come to the conclusion
that in life things happen, as he
put it, and you have to face them
and move on and try to rebuild.”
The conviction does not automatically remove Reynolds from
his House seat. The House ethics
committee could open its own
investigation and recommend
expulsion, censure or reprimand
of Reynolds. The panel’s recommendation is not binding on the
full House.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
said Wednesday, however, that
he won’t push for a vote to oust

INCREASE
increase done earlier.”
Senate members said they
were pleased with Hencken’s
ideas concerning the increases.
“I think it was great how he
came in a non-abrasive way and
gave us the (power) to voice the
students’ opinions on fee
increases,” senate member Jeff
Zilch said.
“I’m a person who wants a lot

Reynolds. “He’s got to make that
decision” whether to resign,
Gingrich said at a Hoover, Ala.,
book signing. He added that
Reynolds “hasn’t even been sentenced yet and we’ve got to wait
and see.” U.S. Sen. Carol
Moseley-Braun, D-Chicago,
called on Reynolds to resign, but
other politicians from Mayor

He’s come to the
conclusion that
in life things happen, as he put it, and
you have to face them
and move on and try to
rebuild.”
— Source close to
Reynolds

“

Richard M. Daley to Gov. Jim
Edgar said it was Reynolds’
decision.
Reynolds’ political career,
however, seems destroyed midway through his second term.
Four
potentially
strong
Democrats, including the son of
civil rights leader Jesse Jackson,
are interested in his congressional seat. No political leaders have
rallied to Reynolds’ side.
Quitting the House would
bring more woes for Reynolds,
who would lose his $133,600
salary as a congressman –
roughly $11,000 a month.
Reynolds has already said his
finances are ruined and he will
lose the home he and his wife,
Marisol, purchased last year in
suburban Dolton. Banks have
sued them for more than

of facts and information about
something before I can make a
decision on it,” Senate Speaker
Kevin Piket said. “That’s the
point of Internal Affairs.”
Piket said the Internal
Affairscommittee, of which Zilch
is chairman, will gather information on the proposed fee increases and inform the student body.
Senate member Bryan Gutraj

topless dancers from Champaign
perform and alcohol wasn’t supposed to be allowed inside.
Bickers said his bar always
carded patrons entering the bar
and it’s not his fault some students
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said he “would favor a lower
tuition rate and activity fees
being raised to improve services.”
In other business, the senate
voted to approve the appointments of all senate members to
their respective committees and
the appointment of Kim Harris as
senate secretary.
The senate secretary is

appointed by the senate speaker
to take attendance and minutes at
senate meetings as well as assist
the speaker in office-related
work. He or she receives $4.25
per hour.
The senate also accepted the
resignations of Randy Hipwell,
who accepted an internship, and
Steele Secola and Melanie Blum,
who resigned because of class

used fake IDs and misrepresented
themselves to enter Panther’s.
Bickers said he’s talked to his
customers who said they attended
other bars on fake IDs before
coming to Panther’s.

“The Panther’s customers were
the same ones as those at other
bars,” Bickers said. “Panther’s is a
scapegoat. When I sometimes
talked to some of my customers
outside after we closed, 90 per-

$3.00 ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM
Movie Hotline 258-8228

conflicts.
Piket also told the senate that
applications for four vacant senate seats can be picked up starting today in the Student
Government office in room 201
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and must be
returned by August 28.
Interviews for the seats will be
held August 28.
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cent of them said they were at
other bars before coming (to
Panther’s). They were drinking
the same amount of booze as they
were here. It was nothing different.”
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CHICAGO (AP) – The name’s the same, the face is new.
And Jesse Jackson Jr. knows his name is powerful – maybe powerful enough to propel him into the congressional seat of Rep. Mel
Reynolds, whose career seems doom6ed by conviction on sexual
misconduct charges.
Reynolds, 43, a two-term Democrat whose district spans
Chicago’s South Side and into southern suburbs, was convicted
Tuesday of underage sexual relations with a teen-age campaign volunteer.
The Rhodes scholar who rose from the Mississippi cotton fields to
the halls of Congress was also found guilty of obstructing justice and
child pornography. He faces a minimum mandatory sentence of four
years and is generally viewed in Chicago as washed up politically.
Jackson has picked Sept. 9 as his campaign’s launch date. Frank
Watkins, his father’s political mentor going back to the civil rights
struggles of the 1960s, already has signed up as co-campaign manager.
“Obviously, the name Jesse Jackson has it’s advantages,” the civil
rights leader’s 30-year-old son said Wednesday as he signed up new
voters at Chicago State University in Reynolds’ 2nd Congressional
District.
“I inherit my father’s friends, although I have not earned them,”
the earnest-sounding about-to-be candidate says. “But I also inherit
my father’s detractors. I expect in the next six months to earn the
support of the people and the respect of the voters by my own
actions.” But success is far from assured.
State Sen. Alice Palmer, D-Chicago, is already running. State
Senate Minority Leader Emil Jones, D-Chicago, has toyed with the
idea, too. The toughest rival could be state Sen. William Shaw, one
half of a brother act with proven punch in the rough and tumble of
Chicago politics.
“Jesse Jr. and Alice Palmer would be fighting for the outside vote,
and Shaw and Jones would be fighting for the inside vote, that is the
party vote,” says Governors State University political scientist Paul
Green. “If Jones doesn’t want to run, then the ward organizations
that don’t like Shaw ... are going to have to find a player to run.”
Jackson expects his famous father to campaign hard for him. “I think
Jesse Jackson knows me and I think that he would appreciate the
positions that I represent,” his son says. But that could also prove
perilous.
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Jesse Jackson Jr.
may take empty seat
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PANTHER’S
dancers.
In January, police busted seven
individuals for having alcohol in
Panther’s while Bickers’ license
was under 60-day suspension.
During that evening, Bickers had

$100,000 in unpaid loans.
Their purchase of the house
provides one potential link
between the sex case against
Reynolds and an ongoing federal
investigation of his personal,
campaign and congressional
finances.
Evidence at the sex trial
showed the couple made the
$26,000 down payment with
$11,000 from their savings
account and a $15,000 check
written on an account controlled
by Mrs. Reynolds. That account
is under review by federal investigators.
Federal investigators attended
the sex trial when Reynolds testified. But they left the court
when he received immunity to
discuss evidence that he tried to
obstruct the sex investigation
with payments to Heard’s former
attorney and another woman
who claimed to have had underage sexual relations with him.
The immunity means that
what Reynolds said on the stand
can’t be used against him. The
federal authorities left to protect
their right to pursue charges
independent of Reynolds’ testimony.
Federal authorities refused to
comment or confirm they are
investigating Reynolds.
Cook County Judge Fred
Suria set a Sept. 12 hearing date
for post-trial motions but set no
sentencing date for Reynolds.
He remains free on a personal
recognizance bond.
Prosecutors are not saying
what sentence they will seek
beyond the minimum for criminal sexual assault. But they will
seek to have Reynolds jailed
pending his appeal.
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Gov. Edgar to control
board appointments
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor
With the pending demise of the
Board of Governors, the selection
of trustees for Eastern’s individual governing board is approaching
in the Governor’s office.
Gov. Jim Edgar, who signed
the BOG kill bill in March, is
expected to announce his appointed board members for the five
schools overseen by the BOG in
late September or early October,
said Tom Livingston, assistant to
the governor for higher education.
The governor has sole authority over the selections of trustees
to all of the new boards,
Livingston said, but the names of
the candidates for the new positions will not be public until they
are appointed.
“Fortunately the governor has
been around the higher education
scene many years and knows
most of the trustee candidates,”
Livingston said. “Right now the
governor is right in the middle of
the selection process with his
staff.”
The BOG, the governing body
for Eastern and four other state
schools, is set for termination Jan.
1 but will remain until Jan. 31 to
assist in transition with the five
newly formed boards.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to
Eastern President David Jorns,
said although Eastern has no
authority in choosing its board
members, she is confident the
governor will make choices in the

best interest of the school.
“I believe the governor has the
best interests of Eastern at heart,”
Nilsen said. “It is the university’s
responsibility to turn in the names
of who we feel would do the best
job, and we have done so.”
Trustee
candidates
for
Eastern’s new board have been

I believe the
governor has
the best interests of
Eastern at heart.”
— Jill Nilsen,
Special assistant to
Eastern President
David Jorns

“

recommended to the governor by
Eastern President David Jorns,
Eastern’s Alumni Association and
various interested individuals,
said Nilsen.
The BOG will be replaced by
individual boards at Eastern,
Chicago State University in
Chicago, Governors State
University in University Park,
Northeastern Illinois University
in Chicago and Western Illinois
University in Macomb.
The individual boards will consist of seven trustees, and no
board can have more than four
trustees of the same political
party, Livingston said.
The new boards will begin
governance Jan. 1.
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Early increase plan
leaves students out
of final decision
The Board of Governor’s decision to vote a
month early on tuition and fee increases for the
1996-97 school year is a poor one.
The cancellation of the board’s October meeting as well as the board’s approaching demise
have pushed the deadline for proposals up a
month, causing administrators to propose
increases at the Aug. 31 BOG meeting.
The board will vote on the increases at its
Sept. 21 meeting instead of the usual October
date.
This action removes the student body’s voice
from a critical decision-making process.
The Student Senate will not see the proposed
increases until the day
before they are brought to
the BOG. While the figures will be brought to
the board accompanied
by an asterisk reading “pending Student
Government approval,” the time allotted for such
approval is not sufficient.
The senate will have three weeks to approve or
reject the tuition and fee increases – not nearly
enough time to hold a referendum or distribute a
survey asking students if they want the increases.
Vice President for Student Affairs Lou
Hencken said he won’t know exact figures for the
proposed increases or what areas will request
them until Aug. 30. As for an increase in tuition,
he said only that “If I had to bet, I would say
yes.”
Last year, the BOG approved a 3.5 percent
tuition hike and a $13.35 increase in student fees
for the 1995-96 school year. Asking students to
swallow additional tuition and fee hikes for the
1996-97 school year without allowing them sufficient time to argue for or against them is unfair.
The board knew in March that it would be
abolished in less than a year. Members knew long
before March that their eventual demise was
probable.
Undoubtedly, the board has its hands full with
last minute transition details and planning for its
abolition. But students should remain the board’s
first priority until Jan. 1 when the break up is
official.
Discounting student input and rushing a vote
on an issue as important as a tuition and fee
increase indicate the board’s priorities are elsewhere.

Faulkner’s race has already been won
Eight women stood on the
verge of history in 1928.
Most of them fell flat.
These eight female athletes –
two from Germany, two from
Canada and others from the
United States, Japan, Sweden and
Poland – stood at the starting line
CHRIS SEPER
of the 800-meter run at the 1928
Guest columnist
Olympic games in Amsterdam,
Holland. They were the first
women ever to run in the event,
since the games had previously
confined women to distances of 200 meters or less.
Their results were less than spectacular. Under-trained
and overanxious, the women sprinted the whole way and
collapsed after the race. Many were given emergency medical assistance. The sight was so foul it moved the
International Amateur Athletic Federation to ban women
from running races longer than 200 meters until 1960.
One wonders if there were dozens of male track athletes
standing on the sides cheering as they fell, much like there
were cadets dancing in the rain at The Citadel after
Shannon Faulkner’s demise. After a two-and-a-half year
battle to get in to the all-male military school, Faulkner
quit after she couldn’t take “Hell Week,” the intense opening week of drilling.
“I don’t think there’s any dishonor in leaving,” she said
after announcing her decision. “I think there’s dis-justice in
my staying and killing myself just for the political point.”
Faulkner’s failure to finish school proves nothing about
a woman’s right to attend The Citadel. In the end, it may
only serve as a weapon to delay the inevitable – the desegregation of the 152-year-old institution.
It was Faulkner’s weight, not her gender, that doomed
her days at The Citadel. She was 20 pounds overweight
and, as it would be for anyone with that kind of extra baggage, couldn’t handle the rigors of a military workout.
But the issue doesn’t change. How can a publicly-funded
institution deny women the right to attend? School officials
offer no serious answers and are instead trying to push a
separate-but-equal doctrine that went out with the 1954

Supreme Court decision in
Brown v. Board of Education that
“It was
ended racial segregation.
Faulkner’s
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals
that let Faulkner in The
weight, not her
Citadel also said South Carolina
gender, that
may offer single-gender education to men and women. So a $10
doomed her
million women’s program is
days at The
being proposed at Converse
Citadel.”
College at Spartanburg to keep
women away from The Citadel.
But this new program would
not give women the same opportunities a diploma from the
prestigious Citadel would, thus violating other Supreme
Court decisions that demand equal opportunities for
women.
Thankfully, other worthy women have stepped up to take
Faulkner’s place. Two unnamed women are preparing to
file class action suits against The Citadel. If a class action
suit succeeds, the decision would cover any woman who
would enter the school.
Thanks to Faulkner’s failure, the next female cadet will
get a tougher time once she gets in The Citadel. But the
next cadet will be tougher, the right weight and determined
to pick up where Faulkner left off.
And maybe the 1928 Olympic mishap will serve as a
lesson today. Since the 1928 tumble, a woman holds the
world record for swimming across the English Channel,
women dominate the 1,100-mile Iditarod dog sled race,
and women run a 100-meter race only a half-second slower
than men.
So what is The Citadel delaying? Chances are, female
versions of Colin Powell, George Patton and Norman
Schwarzkopf may fall by the wayside all in the name of
’90s chauvinism.
But Shannon Faulkner’s fall wasn’t the end of women
trying to get into The Citadel. It was simply the gun sounding the start of the final lap.
– Chris Seper is editorial page editor and a guest
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

Haste makes waste.

– John Heywood

City’s legal system
was student’s worst
enemy last year
Dear editor:
I, Sarah Niehaus, a student at
Eastern, have been instructed by Judge
Dale Cini to deliver a letter to you.
This letter includes the results of my
arrest for a fraudulent identification
card.
As many other Eastern students are
looking forward to the start of the fall
semester, I too am eager to get back
on campus. Unfortunately, I cannot be
comfortable with the lifestyle most
college students acquire, due to the
strict enforcement of the law in
Charleston. Last May I was one of the
individuals charged with fraudulent
identification. Indeed, I was wrong for
falsifying my age, but am I any different from many other college students
on any campus?
Reminiscing about my experiences
at Eastern last year, I must say that the

your turn
legal system is my worst enemy and I
hope not to experience it again. The
approach the legal system took made
me feel like a villain or a murderer. I
believe a penalty is deserved, but I
think Cini was harsh on first-time
offenders like myself. I realize that he
is trying to make an example out of
me as well as the other students arrested. I received a $500 fine and oneyear license suspension, which is the
maximum penalty for a fraudulent
identification card. It frustrates me to
think that drunk drivers in some cases
only lose their licenses for three
months on a DUI arrest. A drunk driver endangers his life as well as innocent bystanders, while I only affected
my life.
For a broken law there must be a
consequence. However, the consequence should be a just one.
Considering the facts, I was one of the
unlucky ones who gets to set an exam-

ple for all Eastern students. The city of
Charleston does not mess around
when it comes to underage drinking.
Be careful freshmen, the system may
slap the harshest penalty on you too.

Sarah Niehaus

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages
letters to the editor concerning any
local, state, national or international
issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, in addition to the
author’s address and telephone number, must be included. If necessary,
letters will be edited according to
length and space at the discretion of
the editorial page editor or editor in
chief.
Anonymous letters will not be printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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Students remember
deceased Eastern
graduate, frat member
Hospital in Geneva for several
broken bones. She was released
and his recuperating at her parent’s home in Belleville.
Brault said Knox was a big
influence on him when he came
to Eastern and the two grew
close.
“If you’re his friend, he totally
takes you in,” Brault said. “It’s
almost indescribable.”
Brault said Knox was always
young at heart during his years at
Eastern.
“He wanted to be 15 years old
the rest of his life,” Brault said.
Bob McLaughlin, a junior
political science major and friend
of Knox, said Knox loved sharing
his knowledge with younger people. Knox was part of the rush
recruitment of students during his
five years in Sigma Chi.
Almost 200 former and current
Sigma Chi members who had met
Knox attended his Aug. 8 funeral,
McLaughlin said.
Knox graduated from Eastern
last spring with a bachelor ’s
degree in education and was
scheduled to interview for a
teaching position at Glenbard
North High School in West
Chicago the day before the accident.

Friends of an Eastern student
killed in an Aug. 5 car accident in
West Chicago said they will miss
Paul Knox’s good friendship and
ability to help others.
Dave Brault, a close friend of
recently departed Knox, a 1995
Eastern graduate and Sigma Chi
fraternity brother, was the equivalent of a big brother and will be
missed by all.
“When I transferred here, he
kind of took me under his wing in
the fraternity and helped me fit
into the Eastern system,” said
Brault, a senior health studies
major. Knox and Brault were
members of Sigma Chi.
Knox was killed after the car
driven by his girlfriend Mindie
Rief, 23, of St. Louis – also an
Eastern graduate – was struck by
another car at 1:20 a.m. Aug. 5
near Illinois Route 38 in West
Chicago.
Following the accident, Knox
was taken to Central Dupage
Hospital in West Chicago where
he was pronounced dead at 2:27
a.m. because of massive internal
bleeding.
Rief was taken to Delnor
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EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

Applications are available for the following positions:

Comedy
Coordinator

UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

&
UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

Movies/Videos
Coordinator
Pick up an application now in
Room 201 University Union.

UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

*All applications DUE in room 201 of the
University Union by

Monday, August 28 - 4:00 PM

Eastern’s Annual Fall Fling...
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Thursday, August 24
9pm - Midnight
University Union
Grand Ballroom

D.J.!
Snacks!
Door Prizes!

The Best Flowers
in Town
$

One Dozen Red Roses
vased w/greenery

50

27
$
50
with Baby’s breath added 32

Come Join the FUN!!
Sponsored by IFC & Panhel

BRING IN THIS AD FOR

20%

OFF

ALL OTHER
ITEMS IN OUR STORE

Noble Flower Shop
503 JEFFERSON
VISA - MASTERCARD - DISCOVER

345-7007

OPEN FOR LUNCH

DOMINO’S PIZZA
Student Survival Kit
14” PIZZA
1 TOPPING
PIZZA

12” PIZZA
1 TOPPING
PIZZA
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LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
Make it a

WORKS
For $2.00 More!
TM

348-8282
One 10” Pizza
One Topping

$

4

98
+ TAX

Additional topping $.70 each.
Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid only at paticing stores.
Expires 9/29/95.

Limited Time
Only!

One 14” Pizza
Two Topping

7

$ 98
+ TAX

Additional topping $.95 each.
Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid only at paticing stores.
Expires 9/29/95.

GET A LARGE PIZZA
W/1 TOPPING
DELIVERED
Every Mon-Thurs After

10:00 PM

4

$$ 999
ly

On

MAKE IT A
PAN FOR
ONLY
$1 MORE

CALL FOR OTHER GREAT DEALS!
DOMINO'S
PIZZA

C HARLESTON &
EASTERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY
426 W. LINCOLN AVE.

5

99

348-1626
®

MGR. RANDY CARREON

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor

FREE FUN !!!

UNIVERSITY
BOARD

®
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Gov. Edgar supports Overseas teaching available
college debit cards bill
By BETSY COLE
Campus editor

By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
Gov. Jim Edgar has said that
he will sign a bill implementing
a debit card system at college
campuses only if the effective
date of the bill is pushed back.
Senate Bill 93, which was
sent to Edgar in May, was sent
back to the General Assembly
by Edgar, who said he would
approve the bill only if the effective date on it was changed from
Jan. 1, 1996, to July 1, 1996.
The current bill would implement a student debit card system
that would allow students to
place money into an account and
receive a card that could be used
to purchase products at various
merchants throughout the community.
The card would be valid at
both university-sponsored businesses and some privatelyowned businesses who are willing to participate.
Edgar said in a July 21 fax to
the Illinois Senate that the effective date of the system should be
pushed back “to allow more
time for retailers and universities
to carefully craft appropriate
agreements with each other and
begin the program at a more logical point in the state and academic budget process.”
Bryan Gutraj, a member of
Eastern’s Debit Card Com-mittee last year, said the debit card
plan is scheduled to be in effect
at Eastern by September of

1996. However, Gutraj said he
also hopes to have a temporary
system in effect for the summer
of 1996 to test the feasibility of
the system.
“If Gov. Edgar signs that bill,
we would have to incorporate
businesses into (the debit card
system) by law,” Gutraj said,
adding he anticipates the bill
being passed by Edgar and the
General Ass-embly.
Gutraj said if the debit card
bill is passed, privately owned
stores will have to be able to
participate in the debit card system as soon as it is implemented.
Ira Barrett, owner and manager of Tokens, University Village
on Lincoln Ave., said he plans to
accept the debit card when it is
implemented, after all the details
of the system are worked out.
“I’m sure (the debit cards)
will help,” Barrett said. “It certainly makes me compete with
the University for goods and services.”
However, Barrett said he is
sure there will be kinks in the
system initially and is concerned
how the university will handle
problems such as lost cards and
fraud.
“I don’t think they’ve (the
university) fully investigated all
the ramifications this has,”
Barrett said.
Ryan Cox, manager of Triple
Play Sports Center, 1414 Sixth
St., said he plans to accept the
debit cards as well.

Eastern students interested in
student teaching overseas can
apply now to do so as early as
spring semester 1996 thanks to a
program called the Consortium of
Overseas Student Teaching.
The application deadline is Sept.
1 for the spring semester and Feb.
1 for fall semester 1996. Aplic-ations are available in room 213 of
Buzzard Building.
The program provides the
opportunity “to work with culturally diverse students, to live in a
country which may be significantly
different than our own and to compare our system of education with
others,” said Mahmoud Butt, campus coordinator for the consortium

and chairman of secondary education and the foundation.
The program is available to all
teacher certification candidates
with a minimum 3.0 GPA who
have completed student teaching
prerequisites.
Students involved in the program can study in 13 countries,
including the continents of Europe,
Australia, New Zealand, Latin
America and Asia, Butt said.
Participating schools are international schools which consist of
local students as well as an international student population. Instruction in these schools is conducted
primarily in the English language,
Butt said.
And while no foreign language
proficiency is required, Butt said it
is advantageous to have some

knowledge of the language spoken
in the specified country.
Butt said the program has been a
success in the past.
“We sent four students overseas
last year,” he said. “Those students
came back invariably satisfied,
with experience and with tremendous personal and professional
growth.”
“These people get a preference
in the job market because of the
international, culturally diverse
experience,” he added.
The cost of this program
includes one semester of Eastern
tuition, room and board which is
approximately $3,000, a round-trip
plane ticket which costs between
$600 and $1,200 and a program fee
of $700 which covers finding
placement and a supervisor.

BSU to hold membership drive
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor
The Black Student Union is jumping into a new
school year with the annual recruitment drive to
increase membership, said Ceci Brinker, the sponsor of BSU and assistant director for Student Life.
The drive is from Sept. 11-15 and includes
many activities to get students involved with the
organization and meet new people, Brinker said.
The week will include sign-up tables at various
buildings around campus such as Coleman Hall
and Carman, Taylor and Thomas resident halls,
said Nikki Jenkins, president of BSU.
Also planned for recruitment week is a back-toschool dance, a three-on-three basketball tournament and a double-Dutch tournament, said
Jenkins.
Brinker said the primary purpose for the week’s
events is to encourage new membership, but the
group also wants to introduce new and returning

students to the organization.
Brinker encourages new minority students to
become involved with BSU to help them adjust to
college life at Eastern.
“Typically students, especially minority students, find they have to make a lot of changes
(when going away to school) such as social, food
and music,” Brinker said. “It’s easier for them to
come to campus and have stuff to do.”
Although BSU is primarily a minority group,
Brinker said the organization is open to all students regardless of skin color and the activities
the group is involved with benefits the entire
Eastern community.
After recruitment week, BSU also will be
working on Homecoming events such as a dance
for Eastern alumni.
Currently, BSU has about 40 returning members. All incoming members must pay a membership fee of either $12 a year or $7 per semester,
Brinker said.

Want To Feel Great September 16?
Then be a FRIEND FOR A DAY
September 16 at the
Special Olympics Family Festival
Now in its 12th year at Mattoon’s Lake Land College, The
Special Olympics Family Festival has been cited by
Special Olympics International as
“the largest event of its kind in the world”
As a FRIEND FOR A DAY, you’ll be assigned to a Special Olympian, helping him or her participate in any of the dozens of non-competitive
games or just visit the many attractions offered.

VOLUNTEER FORMS AVAILABLE IN 112BB OR
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 235-SOFF
Hosted by
Illinois
Consolidated

upclose
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A legend dies

photo courtesy of Arista Records, Inc.

Jerry Garcia
1942 - 1995

Local fans react to end of
Grateful Dead era
By MATT FARRIS and SAM McKEE
Staff writers
To some, Jerry Garcia was a spiritual
leader. To others he was a brilliant musician, skilled at the art of improvisational
music.
His protruding middle and gray hair
brought obvious comparisons to Santa
Claus and Father Time.
But most of all, fans recall a man who
was true to himself, his music and the
legions of spellbound gypsies who followed the Grateful Dead through three
decades of music, madness and merry
times.
For some, the news hit hard, bringing

uncontrollable sobs. For others, the news
was expected. They knew he wasn’t in
good health.
On Aug. 9, at different places and different times, fans of the Grateful Dead felt
a vast emptiness when the news broke that
Jerry Garcia had suffered a heart attack
and died.
“I wasn’t so much shocked when I heard
the news as I was saddened,” said Kris
Choate of Charleston, who has attended
several Dead concerts. “It felt like someone hit me in the stomach with a bowling
ball.”
“Even though I never had the opportunity to meet Jerry, I feel like I’ve lost a
friend I shared this great secret with. Now
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that he’s gone, that secret, the music,
seems more dear to my heart.”
The Dead has always been known for its
die-hard fans, the Dead Heads,who form
caravans, travelling across the country
from show to show living in tents,
Volkswagen buses and other temporary
dwellings.
But over the years, the band’s popularity has crossed both class and age boundaries, drawing Generation X as much as
the Baby Boomers.
JOHN COX/Photo editor
And like former President John F. Kirby Johnson, owner of Positively 4th Street
Kennedy, Garcia’s death may make the Records, said these Jerry Garcia memorial Talready famous rocker immortal in the shirts are on their way to being sold out.
eyes of society.
Sales of Dead music and memorabilia duce 28 albums drawing crowds and fans
have skyrocketed in the weeks following from the stereotypical travelling Dead
Garcia’s death, said Kirby Johnson, owner Heads to young business professionals.
of Positively 4th Street Records.
But at the center of the stage was Garcia
“Jerry Garcia’s death has rejuvenated with his comforting yet common voice and
interest in the band,” he said.
grandfatherly presence — uncommon
In another similarity to Kennedy, many characteristics for a rock star of his stature.
fans say they’ll remember where and how
After years of struggling with his
they heard the grim news.
weight, which sometimes reached 300
Andy Gripp, a freshman medical tech- pounds, drug addictions and smoking
nology major, first heard the news on a about three packs of cigarettes a day,
Chicago radio station while driving in his Garcia had begun to reform his ways in
car.
recent years. He adopted a vegetarian diet,
“I’m like ‘What’s going on here?’” said began exercising and cut down his smokGripp, wearing a trademark tie-dye ing.
Grateful Dead shirt. “It was sad. It’s like
Garcia seemed to expect to live longer
one of music’s legends dying, like John in light of his changed ways, but it seems
Lennon or something.”
the past had already taken its total on his
Like many legends, 53-year-old Garcia health.
had a unique past, in which he was chalPeople magazine reported that Garcia
lenged to overcome adversity in childhood, had been working on an interactive, multiaccording to New Yorker Magazine.
media project, featuring his art and music
When Garcia was five, he watched help- in recent months. Garcia reportedly
lessly as his father was swept away and declined to include a short autobiography
drowned while fly fishing in a river.
when John Ferriter, who was collaborating
A few years later, Garcia lost part of his with him, suggested it.
middle finger in a wood-chopping acci“His feeling was that writing an autobident. The lost digit later became one of the ography was premature,” Ferriter told
trade marks of his guitar playing.
People. “He had so much living to do.”
The Grateful Dead began
in the early ‘60s when
Garcia, Bob Weir, Bill
Kreutzman, Phil Lesh and
Ron “Pigpen” McKernan
began playing together as a
jug band, Newsweek reported.
Then in 1964, the band
took the name “The
Warlocks” and began playing
electric instruments.
Due to another band calling themselves the Warlocks,
the band decided to change
its name. In the book
“Playing in the Band”,
Garcia explained the origin
of the name The Grateful
Dead.
“We were standing around
in utter desperation at Phil’s
house in Palo Alto. There
was a huge dictionary, big
monolithic thing, and I just
opened it up. There in huge
JOHN BATES/Staff photographer
black letters was “The Two travelling Dead Heads relax on the tailgate of their
Grateful Dead.” It just can- pickup prior to a July 8 concert at Soldiers Field in
celed my mind out.”
Chicago, where 50,000 people were in attendance. Jerry
The band went on to pro- Garcia put on his final performance the next day.

Band members face uncertain future
By SAM McKEE
Features editor

Photo illustration by JOHN COX/Photo editor
Recording 28 albums, the Grateful Dead has left a long musical legacy for its fans, but members aren’t sure if they’ll continue to record
without Jerry Garcia’s trademark vocals. However, fans can look forward to the release this fall of a live double-compact disc set, which
traces an entire concert performed in 1972 in Germany.

Still reeling from the death of
their friend and fellow performer,
members of the Grateful Dead
aren’t sure where the road without Jerry Garcia will lead them.
“At the moment, they’re just
retreating and dealing with
what’s already happened,” longtime Grateful Dead spokesman
Dennis McNally said in a phone
interview Tuesday.
“They’re hanging in there, but
it’s quite a change.”
After touring the world together and working through the crests
and troughs of the music business
for 30 years, Garcia and the band
grew close-knit, McNally said.

“Their relationship was that of
most 30-year marriages.”
Whether the band members
will remain together, form a new
band or collaborate with other
artists is uncertain, McNally said.

They’re just retreating and dealing with
what’s already happened.
— Dennis McNally
Grateful Dead spokesman

“

“Every option is possible; no
decision has been made.”
But mourning fans may find
some solace this fall when some
previously unreleased music is
expected to hit music stores,
McNally said.

An entire show from April 26,
1972 in Frankfurt, Germany will
be released on a double-compact
disc set, McNally said.
But as far as any new music
and concert tours, fans will have
to wait and see, he said.
“(The band is) in hibernation
right now,” he said. “When the
time comes, they’ll start thinking
and make a decision.”
McNally said the outpouring of
support and candlelight vigils
around the country were characteristic of the bands entourage of
loyal fans.
“I’ve seen people’s warm
reactions to Jerry and the band
over the years,” he said. “The
response was heartwarming but
not very surprising.”

classifiedadvertising
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

$1000 FUNDRAISER fraternities, sororities & student organization. You’ve seen credit card
fundraisers before, but you’ve
never seen the Citibank
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application. Call Donna at 1800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera.
_____________________11/1
Save money on your auto,
motorcycle and renters insurance. Contact BILL HALL at
345-7023 or stop by HALL
INSURANCE. 1010 East
Lincoln for a free quote.
_____________________8/31

Waitresses: Great tips apply
Bonkers Pub & Grub Mattoon.
10 a.m. to Noon or after 3 p.m.
______________________9/5
SPRING BREAK ‘96 - SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus
representatives. Lowest rates
to Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona
and Panama City Beach. Call
1-800-648-4849.
______________________9/4
Part time farm help wanted.
Work around your schedule.
Call 946-4210 before 5 p.m.
_____________________8/28
Earn from $4.50 to $10 per
hour for delivery and in shop.
Apply at Jimmy John’s
_____________________8/25
Payroll Manager Needed.
Prefer Business/Econ Majors.
Inquire at Student PublicationsUniv. Union Lower Level 5812812. DEPENDABLE PEOPLE
ONLY! NO SENIORS PLEASE!
_____________________12/8
Positions Available immediately: Circulation-Great Pay!!!
Must be available early morning. Inquire at Student
Publications Gallery/Univ.
Union. 581-2812. Dependable
People Only.
____________________12/11
HOME DAYCARE ASSISTANT
AND
LIGHT
HOUSE
KEEPING. FLEXIBLE HOURS.
345-3789.
_____________________8/28
CHINA 88 HELP WANTED.
DAY/NIGHT SHIFTS, WAITRESS/WAITER AND KITCHEN
WORK/DELIVERY. APPLY
WITHIN.
_____________________8/25
$331.00. Sell 72 college Tshirts-profit $331.00. Risk free.
Choose from 27 designs, or
design own. Free catalog 1800-700-4822.
____________________10/27
CASH. Earning potential of
$100 daily or more. Authorized
distributer for the elite traveller.
Looking for sales persons.
Resume: P.O. Box 601
Charleston, IL 61920.

Services Offered
Expanding our staff! Looking
for high energy people with a
superior attitude. Apply in person at Joey’s 405A Lincoln
Ave. For driver ’s or in-shop
positions after 2 p.m.
_____________________8/25
Hong Kong House-Help
Wanted. Apply in person 1505
18th St.
_____________________8/25
Bonanza hiring wait staff excellent tips. Other positions available, flexible hours. Apply in
person. 235-3141
_____________________8/25
Help wanted DIRECT CARE
PROFESSIONAL needed in a
24-hour residential program,
providing services to adults and
children with developmental
disabilities. Evening and weekend
shifts
available.
Applications may be picked up
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th
St., Charleston, IL 61920.
E.O.E.
_____________________8/25
MODELS NEEDED: Male or
Female Models needed for Fall
1995 Life Drawing Classes
$4.25 an hour. Apply at Art
Dept. Office, FAA216.
______________________9/1
Pizza maker wanted part time.
Apply in person after 4 p.m.,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln.
Charleston.
_____________________8/29
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Help Wanted

Roommates

For Rent

For Sale

_____________________8/25

_____________________8/24

_____________________8/28

_____________________8/24

$40,000/YR INCOME potential.
Home Typists/PC users. Toll
Free (1) 800-898-9778. Ext. T2262 for listings.
______________________9/1
Topless dancers wanted. No
experience necessary. Make
lots of cash fast. Call Mike at
Panthers. 348-0288.
_____________________8/25
The EIU Office of Development
seeks well-spoken, motivated,
& responsible individuals for
telemarketing callers for the
1995 Telefund program. Great
pay, three evenings per week,
set your own schedule. No high
pressure or mandatory sales.
Applications are available at
the Sugar Shack, Student
Employment Office and the
Telemarketing Facility located
at the Worthington Inn
Business Center, Suite 107.
Interviews begin Sunday,
August 27th.
_____________________8/28
Hiring bouncers, doormen, and
D.J. No equipment necessary.
Apply tonight 7 p.m. at
Panthers.

Serious male student needed
to share 2 bedroom, 1 bath
house. Close to square. Pets
allowed. 345-7632 or 2353599.
_____________________8/25
Roommate needed to share
4BR house A/C, No Pets. 210
+ utilities 10 month lease. 3456326.
_____________________8/24
Female roommate needed.
$195 a month plus utilities.
Own bedroom. Close to campus. Call 348-0298.

Close to campus and downtown. Individual room for menfurnished. Heat & electricity furnished. 348-8870
_____________________8/25
Efficiency apartment. $290 per
month. All utilities included.
Close to campus. Off street
parking. 345-3232 days.
_____________________8/29
Spring sublessor needed.
1BDR apt. close to campus.
Inexpensive utility bills.
$295/mo. 348-5195.
_____________________8/28
Efficiency apartment and studio
apartment. Stove, refrigerator &
water included. Contact Leland
Hall Real Estate. 345-7023.
_____________________8/28
1 and 2 bedroom apt. available
immediately. Dishwasher,
garbage disposal, garbage
paid. Call 345-2520.

Beer logo 2 pc pool cues $12.95
Plain 2 pc. $9.95. Pawn Brokers
4th & Madison, Charleston.
______________________9/7
Stereo $30, Color TV $100,
lawnmower $25, golfclubs $35.
345-3496.

Wanted
_____________________8/24
Nanny needed for 5 children.
Ages 10, 9, 7, 6, &4. Hours 3-9
p.m. M-F. Must have childhood
education
experience.
Weekend positions also available. Approximately 20 hrs.
Effingham 342-3579.

Roommates
_____________________8/31
Roommate wanted Fa/SP
semester. $250/month. 10 mo.
lease. House on 12th St. Call
345-6568.
_____________________8/25
Looking for female young professional person or grad student to share nice 2 bedroom
apt. Non smokers only. Call
348-5286. After 4:30 p.m. or
leave a message.

Sublessors
_____________________8/25
Female sublessor needed for 2
BDRM APT. 2 blocks from campus. $21 per month incl. water
& trash. Own room. 345-5133.

For Rent

For Sale

_____________________8/24

_____________________9/13

Three bedroom furnished
apartment for rent two blocks
from EIU. Available now. Call
345-3401, 345-2263, or 3488851.
______________________9/1
Dorm sized refrigerator for rent.
820 Lincoln Ave. 348-7746.
____________________12/11
3BDR House one block from
campus. Furnished. 348-8870.
_____________________8/25
Timberwoods mobile home park
on new E. Street Road. 1 1/2
bedroom mobile home. Nice,
clean quiet court. No pets. $260$275/month. 345-4508.
_____________________8/25
3 bedroom house at 415 Van
Buren. $525/month for 3 or 4
people. 345-5728.
_____________________8/27
Newly remodeled house with
washer and dryer. Close to Old
Main. Need 1 student. Call 3488792.
_____________________8/25
Room for rent in a 4 bedroom
house 2 blocks from campus.
$175/month. 345-2671.

AM-FM Stereo by Fisher, 1 pair
KLH Speakers, 120 Watts.
$250. Call 348-0442.
_____________________8/24
Queen size loft $150.
Computer table and entertainment center. $50 each. Call
235-0195.
_____________________8/25
Tony’s Little’s AB Isolator
Workout Video and equipment
$25. Call 348-6089 after 6:30
p.m.

Classified
Advertising Policy
The Daily Eastern News cannot be
responsible for more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors immediately
at 581-2812. A corrected ad will appear in
the next edition.
All classified advertising MUST meet
the 2 p.m. deadline to appear in the next
day's publication. Any ads processed
AFTER 2 p.m. will be published in the
following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be
canceled AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be paid in
advance. Only accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The
Daily Eastern News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled
at any time.
The Daily Eastern News assumes no
liability if for any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED
TRAVEL • TRAINING/SCHOOLS
HELP WANTED • WANTED
ADOPTION • RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES • SUBLESSORS
FOR RENT • FOR SALE
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

campus clips
ALPHA PHI ALPHA is an informal informational. Tonite 7 p.m.
Sharp! Afro American Cultural Center. FInd out the truths and
destroy the Myths! For more information cal Brother Cannon at
348-7995 or Brother Martin at 581-2182
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student

❏ Yes ❏ No

Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
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THURSDAY
P.M. WTWO-2
6:00 News
6:30 NBC News
7:00 Wheel of Fortune
Cops
7:30
8:00 Friends
Mad About You
8:30 Seinfield
9:00 Friends
9:30 ER
10:00
10:30

AUGUST 24
WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Wheel of Fortune

NFL Tonight
NFL Football:

Wings
WIngs

Love Connection
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Beyond 2000
Making of Flight

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

...Boss? (6:05)
...Boss? (6:35)

Murder, She Wrote

Matlock

Eagles at Steelers

Murder, She
Wrote

Movie: Deliverance

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

Unsolved Mysteries Martin
Living Single

Mysterious Univ.
Magical Worlds

Little House on
The Prairie

Movie: Rocky IV

Eye to Eye

Commish

Service with Soul

Movie: I’ll Take
Manhatten

Movie Magic
Know Zones
Beyond 2000

St. Elsewhere

48 Hours

Day One

News
David L. (10:35)

News
Nightline (10:35)

Movie: Sunstroke

SportsCenter

Wings
Wings

News

Mystery!

Honeymooners
Simon & Simon

Being Served?
Movie:

Intimate Portrait

New York

Undercover
Star Trek: The Next
Generation
Cops
Cops

Mysterious Univ
Magical Worlds

News
Inside Money
Collector Cars
Movie

Movie: The Stone
Killer
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For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Loveseat $25, 4 kitchen chairs $5
each, long work table $20, coffee
table $50. Call 348-0772 and
leave a message if interested.
Prices negotiable.
_______________________8/24
‘86 Dodge Lancer ES, Turbo,
Cruise, stereo w/cassette, automatic, 4-DR, 1200 o.b.o, 3487755. Leave a message.
_______________________8/25

Painted Ladi. New fashion shop.
Penndelton, Suzan Bristal, Jones
of New York, Northern Isles,
Cambridge Dry Goods and many
more. 608 6th Street.
_______________________8/25
Wanted 100 students. Lose 8-100
lbs. New metabolism breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds in three
weeks. Guaranteed results.
$34.95 cost. 1-800-352-8446.
_______________________8/25
EIU Rugby meeting. Wed. 7:00
p.m. at union walkway. New
members welcome.
_______________________8/23
Drummer wanting to start band.
Call Tom at 348-1218 after 5 p.m.
_______________________8/25

HORSEBACK RIDING AT RILEY
CREEK STABLES. 5 min from
campus. 348-1424.
_______________________9/15
Welcome back to school J.J.,
Rene, and Tiffany. Love Kel.
_______________________8/23
Lil’ “bunny” foof-foof! I don’t
wanna to see you, drinking like a
fish and misplacing your automobile. Hope you are ready to finally
be legal, say goodbye to T.J.,
Happy Birthday D.A.
_______________________8/24
Congrats Melissa Murray of AST
on having Scott of KDR drop a
Lavalier in your lap. Tau Love
Karen.
_______________________8/24

PX GROUP #22: I’m so glad to
get the opportunity to get to know
all of you! Get excited for this
weekend! See you tonite at the
dance! Luv your PX, Sarah.
_______________________8/24
PX GROUP #1: You are the best!
Good luck this weekend! Keep
smiling! Love your PX, Jackie.
_______________________8/24
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD
IN THE NEWS BY 2 P.M. ONE
BUSINESS DAY PRIOR TO
WHEN THE AD IS RUNNING.
CALL 581-2812 FOR MORE
DETAILS ON THE NEWS CLASSIFIEDS.
______________________ha-00

Announcements
Panthers and Capones are available for private parties and functions. Call Mike, 348-0288.
________________________9/5

BARGAIN
BASEMENT

ADS
10 Words – 3 Days • $2
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $100

15 Words – 7 Days • $5
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $500

15 Words – 7 Days • $7

Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $1,000

Private Parties only,
items must be priced in ad
and

AD MUST BE PREPAID!
No Refunds or Copy Changes.

BARGAIN
BASEMENT

ADS

IT’S A WINNER!

1
9
9
6

Yes, that’s right it’s Warbler photo time. Don’t miss out~schedule a time today.

WARBLER INDIVIDUAL PORTRAITS AUG. 28-SEPT. 1

Sign up for individual portraits any day this week
at the new Student Publications Office in the University Union Gallery Room 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Portraits will be shot in the University Union east lobby across from the Bookstore
Need more info? Got a question? Call us at 581-2812.

W
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R
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Hall of Fame opens in South Bend Chicago
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) – The artificial
turf is down on the Gridiron Plaza, the plaques
are up in the Hall of Champions and the film is
set to roll in the Stadium Theatre.
Three years after South Bend was awarded
the National College Football Hall of Fame,
everything is ready for the building’s opening
Friday. And the $15 million hall is even better
than organizers had hoped for, said Bob
Casciola, executive director of the National
Football Foundation.
“It’s spectacular. It’s going to be as fine a
hall (of fame) as there is in the country,’’ he
said. “It’s new, it’s modern, it’s interactive. I
think anybody who comes in, no matter what
their age, is going to be entertained. We’re
very, very pleased.’’ The previous museum-like
hall in Kings Mills, Ohio, never attracted the
expected crowds, and it closed in 1992 due to
financial problems. Organizers were determined the new hall would be different, with a
little something for everyone.
The hall’s main entrance is on the Gridiron
Plaza, a field complete with goal post that will
be used for outside functions such as tailgate
parties.

BASEBALL
men. As far as how much they’ll
contribute, it’s hard to say.”
Schmitz said Overton’s
aggressive style as a player
impressed him.
“He just a very good offensive player,” Schmitz said. “He
hits well and gets on (base). He
steals bases. We don’t really
have that (combination) in our
lineup.”
As for Lyons, the key was his
offensive output.
“I really like the way he
swings the bat,” Schmitz said.
“That’s something we really
didn’t have last year as a team.”

FRESHMEN

Overton and Lyons join eight
other newcomers on the baseball
squad for the spring season.
Mark Diorio, Jason Hamrick,
Jeff Kober, Nolan Lofgren, Matt
Marzec, Clayton Stivers, Adam
Stoneking and Mark Tomse are
the team’s other new members.
A number of those newcomers will get playing time immediately, Schmitz said.
“Jason (Hamrick) is really
someone we were excited to get
because he’s a pure hitter,”
Schmitz said. “He could be our
No. 1 or No.2 hitter, but we’ll
definitely count on him to start.

WALNUT GRAIN

ICEBOXER

“I’ve been really impressed with all three
of them.”
And as far as how the trio will fit in
come game time, Ralston believes that the
addition of the freshmen will help alleviate the loss of three seniors to graduation.
“We’re definitely going to have to vary
the offense and use more people,” Ralston
said. “This year our offense should be

R

50¢ Off
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ML & BL

University Board Presents:
Comedian
$$

R

R

R

1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON

RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY
16OZ. DRAFTS
DAIQUIRI’S
BAR MIXERS

R

R

R

$125
LONG NECKS

$400
VODKA AND
R
LEMONADE
PITCHERS
--------------------R
Sat. 26
Springfield

R

345-7849

345-7849
$1.25
$2.05
$2.05

LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM
Chicken Fajita Salad (with Coffee or Tea)
Reuben With Fries
Stuffed Potato w/ Side Salad

$4.50
$3.95
$3.95

SMOTHERED CHICKEN DINNER $5.50

LADIES NIGHT...
AND KARAOKE NIGHT!

Visa,
Mastercard,
Discover &
American Express
Accepted

GRINDERS COFFEE available daily
in STIX RESTAURANT

ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM. AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER

Thursday at

345-2844

“D O M E S T I C O N L Y ”

R

Ralston has been a big help.”
“She helps us with class and with volleyball,” agreed Davenport.
But if Eastern’s three freshmen volleyball players continue to work at the pace
they have set, and trample over their
freshmen adversities, they won’t need
much help from anyone when it is time to
take the court.

Children 10 and under eat for $2.00

R

Import Bottles

CHICAGO (AP) – Sammy
Sosa hit two of Chicago’s five
homers – giving him six in six
games – and the Cubs used the
power display to beat the
Florida Marlins 10-2 Wednesday.
Sosa’s 25th and 26th homers
came in the first and third off
David Weathers (3-5). Scott
Servais and Jose Hernandez
also hit back-to-back homers in
the fourth off Weathers, who
had allowed only four homers
all season entering the game.
Shawon Dunston hit a tworun shot in the seventh off
reliever Buddy Groom for the
Cubs’ first five-homer game
since May of last season at
Pittsburgh.
Sosa had homered in four
straight games before being
ejected in the seventh inning
Tuesday night after arguing
balls and strikes, just several
pitches after hitting a 400-foot
foul ball.
On Wednesday he came out
swinging against Weathers.
His 25th homer, a two-out
shot in the first, followed a
walk to Mark Grace and landed
in the center field bleachers.
He hit a two-out, three-run
blast to left in the third on a 30 pitch. Dunston reached on
Alex Arias’ error at short and
Grace singled before Sosa connected to make it 5-0.

we were trying to bring in a
freshman shortstop, but we
weren’t happy with anyone we
saw, or the guys we wanted went
somewhere else.
“I saw him (Marzec) play in a
tournament in July in Mattoon
and he really impressed me with
the things he could do.”
Tomse is a player Schmitz
calls a “big signee.”
“He was drafted by the Astros
in the late rounds of the draft,”
Schmitz said. “He is a quality
left hander and we’ve been
excited with what we’ve seen
from him so far.”

stronger because we’ll have a whole lot
more options to use.”
For now, however, the three are working on the transitions they need to make to
become successful students and successful
athletes at Eastern.
“It’s a challenge having to go from a
class, to your room, then a class, then
practice,” Hollenkamp said. “But Coach

Corner of 4th and Lincoln
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
•PIZZA
•SALAD BAR
•SPAGHETTI
•GARLIC BREAD
$3.99 Plus Tax

1-800-811-1953
R

slams
Marlins

from page 12

Jerry’s Pizza
& Pub

FREE Delivery

R

“Jeff (Kober) is someone we
will definitely be looking at to
be one of the top starters on the
team.”
Lofgren and Marzec were two
late-Summer additions that
Schmitz said will be effective.
“He’s (Lofgren) just a very
skilled position player behind
the plate,” Schmitz said. “He
was drafted out of high school
by the Yankees, and has a
chance to go out in the draft
again if he does good (at
Eastern).
“Matt was a real surprise
because all spring and summer

EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5 TO 9 pm

til May 96

R

The Strategy Clinic pits visitors against legendary coaches by presenting actual game scenarios and asking visitors to make the call.
The interactive displays are what will make
the hall a success, said Phil Faccenda, president
of the Friends of the Hall of Fame, a nonprofit
group established to help finance the facility.
“(The previous hall) was a wonderful museum, but it was a museum. This is an amusement park,’’ he said. “I can bring my grandchildren through three or four times a year and they
will enjoy it. If I’d taken them to the one in
Ohio, they would have spent a few hours there
and that would have been it.’’ There are other
things working in the hall’s favor, including its
location. The hall is a centerpiece of South
Bend’s downtown, and it’s just two miles from
the Indiana Toll Road, making it easily accessible to people in cities such as Chicago and
Detroit.
But the hall’s biggest attraction could be its
proximity to Notre Dame. While organizers
have taken great pains to keep the hall’s identity separate from the university’s, they are
counting on fans who come to South Bend to
see the Fighting Irish or their opponents to

from page 12

myself as kind of an extra right now,
someone who still is learning.”
Head coach Betty Ralston, however,
feels that her freshmen are far from
“extras.”
“The freshmen have come in and
looked real good, so they could be pushing some people (for playing time),”
Ralston said in a press release Monday.

$29ºº Rent

Once inside, a spiral ramp takes visitors to
the lower level, where life-sized figurines of
football fans past and present point people to
the Stadium Theater. The 22-minute film shows
highlights of six 1994 games, and is shown on
a 360-degree screen to give visitors the feeling
of being at an actual game.
It also includes film clips of players getting
ready for games, as well as coaches’ pregame
speeches.
The theater is surrounded by the hall’s centerpiece, the Hall of Champions. There are
beige, sculpted plaques for each of the hall’s
729 inductees, and computer monitors housed
in what look like ticket booths offer career
highlights and statistics, as well as 30-second
film clips.
Outside the Hall of Champions are interactive displays where visitors can get a feel for
what it is like to play and coach college football. In the Training Room, visitors can measure their height, weight, body-fat percentage
and vertical leap, and see how it matches up
with a typical player.
The Practice Field lets people test their passing, kicking, and running and blocking abilities.
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Teddy Smith
Saturday August 26 10:00 pm in the Rathskeller
*Bring your UB cup and pay only 25¢/soda

Lunch Special:
Ribeye Steak Sandwich
w/fries $3 49

1

$ 50

Bottles

On Ice

After 1 0pm Cheese Fries $1 .00
It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
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Freshmen volleyball players adjust to new team
By MATT ERICKSON
Staff Writer

JOHN COX/ Photo editor
An Eastern volleyball player sets up a spike during the Panthers’ practice Wednesday afternoon in Lantz Gym. The volleyball team opens its
season on Sept. 2 at the Labor Day fest in Richmond, Ky.

Most incoming Eastern freshmen feel certain pressures that
they have not experienced before
their first weeks on campus.
Eastern’s three freshmen volleyball players know that feeling
more than any others.
To go along with adjusting to
new living space and more challenging classes, Sherry Austin,
Sara Davenport and Missy
Hollenkamp must also adjust to
their new lives as Division I student-athletes.
“I didn’t miss much school at
all in high school,” said outside
hitter Davenport. “So this will be
a big adjustment when it comes to
traveling. I can picture myself
having to ask every person in my
classes what I missed and how to
do certain things.”
To go along with her apprehension about the transitions she
needs to make in becoming a student-athlete at the college level,
Davenport, who attended Clinton
High School, enjoys another distinction. At 6-foot-3, she is the
tallest volleyball player in Eastern
history.
“People expect a lot when

“

People expect a
lot when you’re the
tallest one out there.
People think you stand
out more. But I know I’ll
get to see us play teams
with players taller than
me ...
– Sara Davenport
6-foot-3 outside hitter

you’re the tallest one out there,”
Davenport said. “People think
you stand out more. But I know
I’ll get to see us play teams with
players taller than me, so it’s not
that big of a deal to me. I don’t
feel any pressure being the
tallest.”
Hollenkamp, a 5-foot-11 middle hitter from Highland, feels
that part of the struggle of being a
freshman athlete comes from the
fact that her teammates don’t
know all of her skills.
“As a freshman, no one knows
what you can really do,” Hollenkamp said. “I personally struggled
at first because I’ve played with
the same people for the last four

years (in high school). It’s a big
adjustment learning how to play
with a new group of players.”
Another adjustment Hollenkamp is making is the fact that in
high school, she knew her position. Now, she said, “we’re practicing everything. It’s not just one
position anymore.”
Austin, a 6-foot-1 middle hitter
from Warrensburg-Latham High
School, believes that continuous
work with her freshmen teammates will benefit her down the
road.
“When you play together for
awhile, you get to know each
other better,” Austin said. “We see
how the juniors and seniors can
communicate now, and I know
that’s because they’ve played
together for a few years. When we
reach that point, we’ll benefit
from the experience playing
together now.”
Davenport agrees that the hard
work and adjustment period they
must endure this season will pay
off in the long run.
“The juniors and seniors are
definitely more talkative than us,”
Davenport said. “Right now, we
can provide some good practice
for the upperclassmen. I see
See FRESHMEN page 11

Mens cross country team hungry for Mid-Con title
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
After a third place finish in the MidContinent Conference last season, and with
a strong group of returning runners, men’s
cross country coach John McInerney is
looking forward to a successful year.
“We think we’re right in the hunt,”
McInerney said of his squad’s chances for
a Mid-Con title. “I wouldn’t say we’re
favorites, but if we’re healthy and ready,
we’ll be right there.”
Last year, the Panthers finished only 14
points behind Mid-Con champion
Youngstown State.

Two of McInerney’s returning runners
are senior Nate Shaffer and junior Justin
Weiss. Both come into the season with high
accolades.
Shaffer was the 1993 Mid-Con men’s
cross country athlete of the year. Not to be
outdone is Weiss who claimed the same
award in 1994.
“That’s quite a one-two punch,”
McInerney pointed out.
While Shaffer and Weiss will be the
leaders of the squad, McInerney also needs
runners to back them up.
“Not many people understand how much
of a team sport this is,” McInerney said.
“You can have four top runners, but the

fifth one can kill you.”
McInerney also has other strong runners
returning. Among them is junior Brian
Allen, returning for his third season.
“Brian was a solid freshman a couple of
years ago. He was injured some last year,
but he’s coming around,” McInerney said.
Senior Jason Anhalt is also coming back
after injuries slowed him last season.
With only 12 men on the roster, staying
healthy will be one of the keys to a winning season. Unfortunately, injuries have
begun to take their toll. The 12-man roster
is already down to ten, according to
McInerney.
The weather has also been a factor. With

the heat, the runners have not been able to
put in all of the usual preseason work.
“Early in the season we do basic conditioning, but there’s only so much you can
do in this heat,” McInerney said.
However, he does not see it as a problem.
“We’re still getting the job done,” he
said. “We run in the morning and get some
pool work in. August and September are
basically training. Everything points to the
championships.”
The Panthers get their first test on
Saturday at the Eastern alumni meet. Their
first official meet of the season is on Sept.
2 at Wabash College in Indiana.

Offensive line living ‘large’ Baseball team adds two
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor
Pete Mauch had better invest in a good pair of
high heeled playing shoes.
Eastern’s 5-foot-10 quarterback is glad to see
that this season’s offensive linemen are a little bigger than last year’s.
Let’s just hope he can see around them.
“Last year I think we started off (with an average weight) of about 270 (pounds) across the
board,” offensive line coach Clancy Barone said of
his players. “But during the season a lot of kids got
hurt and the last few games we had guys in the 230
or 240 (pound) range playing.
“This year, four of our starting five are going to
be over 300 pounds – and they’re all very good
athletes. That’s the best thing.
“We have guys with good size and guys that can
move around quickly. We also have pretty good
height.”
Right guard Chris Dunkle (6-foot-1, 320
pounds), right tackle Chris Westenberger (6-foot-4,
300 pounds), left guard Lemont Clark (6-foot-3,
325 pounds) and left tackle Travis Hunterberg (6foot-8, 300 pounds) will do their best this season to
keep the pressure off Mauch.
Senior center Chris Anderson (6-foot-5, 255
pounds) is the only starter on the offensive line that
comes in under 300 pounds. But Anderson also is
the only offensive lineman returning who started in

every game last season.
“I put a lot of pressure on our centers to know a
lot out there and to be able to make all the different
line calls and changes, things like that,” Barone
said. “Chris handled that job for us flawlessly last
year. And this year he feels like he’s right back at
home.
“I’m looking for Chris to have a great year. If he
comes out and plays the way he finished up last
year, he’ll do just fine.”
Anderson graded at 90.9 percent last season,
highest of all linemen.
Many of Barone’s linemen got good playing
time last year because of the injuries that plagued
the offensive line. One of those players returning
with experience is Dunkle.
“This year I basically know what I’m doing,”
Dunkle said. “I know how all the drills go and
everything. We’re (offensive line) working real
well together.”
Tackle Pete Wilkes, who also got considerable
playing time last season, should see much of the
same this year.
Also joining Wilkes off the bench are redshirt
freshmen guards Gerald Anderson and Scott
Brinkerhoff, sophomore guard Bill Brown and
tackle Kyle Feltes who moves over from the defensive line.
Charlie Roche, a senior who earned a starting
spot at guard late last season, has been moved to
the tight end position.

more players for 1996
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor
The Eastern baseball team’s
season may be more than six
months away, but coach Jim
Schmitz continues to stockpile
players for the 1996 season.
Two more names have been
added to the list of fresh faces
joining the Panthers next year.
Jon Overton, who prepped at
Morris High School, and Sean
Lyons, from Byron High School,
have signed national letters of
intent to play baseball at Eastern.
Schmitz on Wednesday
announced the signing of the two
prep stars, who come to the
Panther baseball team after leading their respective high school
clubs to berths in the IHSA state
baseball finals.
Overton was selected Class AA
Second Team All-State by the
Illinois Baseball Coaches Association after helping his team to
the class AA state championship
this past spring.
He batted .463 with 30 runs

New additions to 1996
Panther baseball team
Player
Mark Diorio
Jason Hamrick
Jeff Kober
Nolan Lofgren
Sean Lyons
Matt Marzec
Jon Overton
Clayton Stivers
Adam Stoneking
Mark Tomse

Year
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.

Pos.
IF
OF
P
C
IF
IF
OF
P
C
P/1B

batted in and 32 stolen bases,
which earned him Little Seven
All-Conference honors and comost valuable player of his team.
Lyons batted .495 with five
home runs and 31 RBI for Class
A state runner-up Byron. The
infielder was a Class A First
Team All-State selection, and also
earned All-State honors from the
Chicago Tribune.
“They’re two guys we’re really
going to count on,” Schmitz said.
“I think they’ll both play as freshSee BASEBALL page 11

